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    Agenda
Link

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_cergFs0nKaZsoIrcNJUfbIRKGLspL3wJswElWwk0Sc/edit?usp=sharing


Vaccination Update



Vaccination: Where Are We?
● 820 Total vaccines received between AVH and CHS
● We have finished Phase 1A

○ Covid-19 Specific Healthcare Workers, Primary Care Physicians, Emergency Room 
Physicians etc.

○ Second doses being administered this month, meaning our most critical healthcare 
infrastructure will be fully immunized

● Almost finished the first stage of Phase 1B
○ Front line public safety personnel
○ Police, Fire Fighters, EMT, Testing Personnel, other Moderate Risk Healthcare Workers etc.
○ Finish date depends on allocation of vaccine

● Going Forward
○ This week we are starting our 70+ populations with 100 doses of Moderna
○ Over 1,600 individuals 70+ have Pre-Registered



Just your local AVH representative, Dr. Levin, nearly 
fully immunized!



New CDPHE Vaccine Guidelines

Announced 12/30/20

● Big change is 70+ 
being under 1B 
instead of 2

● Must finish above 
dotted line before 
starting our essential 
workers



Moving Forward
● Vaccination Pre-Registration Form

○ How PH will contact individuals when vaccine becomes available for their Phase and provide a 
route to schedule an appointment

○ NOT a guarantee of available vaccine, NOT an appointment request
○ Individuals may wait weeks or months for their phase

● Large Scale Vaccine Clinic
○ Identifying possible locations  (school gymnasiums, conference centers etc)
○ AVH and CHS as operational clinical branch
○ Scalable to meet needs of unknown allocation amount

● Vaccine Allocation
○ State is allowing to request specific allocation
○ This week 1,800 doses were requested  and 200 were received
○ Extremely limited doses, all proper communications about our needs are being done

https://form.jotform.com/203634232616045


Data



14-Day Incidence (with and without second homeowners)

Second homeowner: anyone claiming to spend less than 50% of the year in Pitkin County (per CSTE guidance)

11/19 BOH 
Meeting

12/10 BOH 
Meeting

12/21 BOH 
Meeting

Before the Dial was launched, Pitkin County counted all persons staying here for than 28 days as a Pitkin County case. With the emergence 
of the Dial, we still follow-up with those cases, but they are not factored into the incidence rate.
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Confirmed Cases by Month

First 5 Days

Second homeowner: anyone claiming to spend less than 50% of the year in Pitkin County (per CSTE guidance)



Incidence Rate Across the State
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The State Dial lags by one day from our local 
data and as data are updated, that 
information is not always present in the Dial’s 
calculations.

Furthermore, since only one day can ever be 
viewed at a time, it is not possible for the 
viewer to see how data continues to fluctuate 
and change in the days to follow. The 
incidence in constantly changing by day as 
new data is made available.

For example, this map is reporting incidence 
for 01/05, but we will continue to receive 
reports for labs that resulted on 01/05 well 
after the Dial posts information for that (i.e. 
data will be missing from the Dial).



Month
Quarantined 
Clases

% of All Cases Resulting 
in Quarantined Class

Total 
Quarantined

September 4 13.33% 47
October 4 5.88% 92
November 9 4.76% 352
December 18 5.98% 415
January 3 Pending Pending

If trends hold:

Month
Quarantined 
Clases

Total 
Quarantined

January 14-29 168-667

Disruptions to Learning

Goal: To keep kids safe and in school as much as 
possible. “Takes a village” to meet this goal.



Positivity Rate Among Children

17.2% 
(1/5/2020)

7.6% 
(1/1/2020)

32.9% 
(1/6/2020)

Does not include recent testing at ASD as serial testing may mask the impact that COVID may be having on children. ASD testing data is 
included in the overall calculations of positivity rate, but for the purposes of interpreting trends in children, those data have been excluded.



Pitkin County has been working with AVH and VVH to send in specimens to the state lab for 
sequencing, or to search for new variants (i.e. UK or South Africa variants).

As of 1/5/2020, no specimens sent in for sequencing contained the variant.

Sequencing
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Source of Exposure in the Past Two Weeks



Outbreaks in the Past Two Weeks (n=35)
Case Counts by Outbreak Type

Setting #
% of Outbreak 
Cases

% of All Cases 
Past Month

Restaurant 86 52% 11.8%
Hotel 25 15% 3.5%
Retail 11 7% 1.6%
Recreation 9 6% 1.3%
Healthcare 8 5% 1.1%
Informal Gathering 7 4% 1.0%
Religious Org. 4 3% 0.6%
Other 4 3% 0.4%
Financial 3 2% 0.4%
Residential 2 1% 0.3%
The numbers above only include cases were transmission 
was found to have occurred in that setting; not necessarily 
by place of employment.



Setting # of Cases

Hotel 21

Restaurant 17

Restaurant 15

Restaurant 11

Restaurant 10

Restaurant 6

Education 6

Restaurant 5

Retail 4

Restaurant 4 (NEW)
Religious 
Organization 4

Recreation 4

Informal 
Gathering 4

Hotel 4

Retail 3

Setting # of Cases

Restaurant 3

Restaurant 3 (NEW)
Recreation 3

Informal 
Gathering 3

Healthcare 3

Healthcare 3

Financial 3

Retail 2

Retail 2

Restaurant 2

Restaurant 2

Restaurant 2 (NEW)
Restaurant 2 (NEW)
Restaurant 2 (NEW)
Restaurant 2 (NEW)
Residential 2

Setting # of Cases

Recreation 2

Other 2

Other 2

Healthcare 2

Current Outbreaks by Size (Largest to Smallest)

NEW: Reported in the last 2 days
Outbreak-associated cases must have 
presumed transmission at the setting in 
question.



Consumer Protection



Additional Staff, Additional Observations
New staff member will be starting Friday 1/8/2021 to assist with observations.

- When we are out in town more often we see more violations, especially during 
the dinner hours at restaurants

- Over the past 2 weeks we saw tables over capacity, restaurants over 25% capacity, tables 
spaced closer than 6 feet, household parties not spaced 6 feet apart, indoor events being 
held, mask issues, businesses operating past business closure curfew and businesses serving 
alcohol well past the 9:30PM last call.

- We investigated 31 complaints regarding businesses not following guidance.
- We issued 9 warnings to restaurants for not following the required guidance.
- We issued 4 Notice of Violations for operating past the 10:00PM Business Closure.
- We issued 1 Notice of Violation repeatedly seating households closer than 6’ apart.
- We issued 1 Closure Notice for serving alcohol well past the 9:30PM last call.

- More staff will be making observations during dinner hours and other busy times to ensure 
businesses are following the requirements, continued violations will result in a Closure Notice.



“We can not enforce our way out of this”
We cannot be in every business at all hours a day, nor are we expected to.  

We have given businesses the knowledge needed to operate more safely.  It is up 
to the staff and management of each business to ensure these standards are 
being met.

When our incidence rate is this high, even following the guidance is not a 
guarantee that disease spread won’t happen.

- If businesses can not operate within the guidance provided, the PH Order 
requires them to be closed.



Why does this matter?

Studies have shown that indoor, maskless environments carry the most risk of 
exposure, especially when in that environment for extended periods of time.

Staff are most at risk due to the the length of time they are exposed to maskless 
individuals indoors.

CDC has shown that those who test positive are twice as likely to have eaten at a 
restaurant in the 2 weeks prior to their diagnosis than those who test negative. 

Currently about 1 in 38 Pitkin County residents have COVID-19 that is 
transmissible. It is extremely likely that one or more patrons would be contagious 
with COVID-19 which could spread to staff and other diners.

There are currently 15 active outbreaks involving restaurants in Pitkin County.





Human Services



Emergency Support Function 6 Responsibilities

✔ Ensure safe and adequate shelter and housing
✔ Provide mass food and supplies
✔ Coordinate Mental Health Response/resources
✔ Support people with Access and Functional Needs (over 60, disabled, 

disenfranchised, homeless, unemployed, etc)
✔ Coordinate ESF 6 Communication 
✔ Enhance youth, family and individual wellbeing 
✔ Ensure continuity of all “normal” services



1. Unemployment and Underemployment
a. 10.2% Unemployment in November (2nd Highest in State)
b. Individuals who had more than 1 job or are working part-time are now “under-employed” and seeking 

assistance
c. Financial Assistance partners all identifying uptick in requests in January and concern re: capacity

2. Family Disruption

a. Families struggling to work with inconsistent childcare 906 quarantine/isolated- Sept-Dec

3. Quarantine and Social Isolation
a. ~300 individuals quarantined today
b.  Access and Functional Needs Referrals

i. During Covid (April-September) = 46
ii. Last quarter (October-December) = 120
iii. Needs: 60% Financial Assistance, 40% Food  Assistance, 

4. Food distributions
a. Senior Services meals

○ Last quarter= ~74 meals/day 4 days/week- 1,184/mo
○ Mobile Pantries= approx. 2,000 households/mo 
○ Aspen LIFT-UP: avg. 30 households/week served (66 individuals/week)



Property Owner Program (POP) in Colorado Utilization



Pitkin County Economic Assistance Survey Data



Pitkin County Economic Assistance Survey Data



Pitkin County Economic Assistance Survey Data



Financial Support



Proposal for Additional Business Support

● Increase funding for 
business grants for first 
quarter.

● General support vs. 5 Star 
implementation

● Partner with ACF for 
distribution of funds first 
quarter.

CVRF Proposal

12/16/2020 1/5/2020
Consumer Protection/Five Star Program Capacity $146,000 $146,000
Case Investigation/Contact Trace Capacity $75,000 $75,000
Affidavit/Public Health Hotline Support $40,000 $40,000
Individual/Small Business Assistance Navigator $100,000 $100,000
Nonprofit Gap Funding Pool $400,000 $400,000
Small Business Grant Program $500,000 $1,325,000
Outreach Campaigns $90,000 $90,000

Total $1,351,000 $2,176,000

Business Grants $1,285,250

Overhead (actual cost up to 3% of total) $39,750

Total $1,325,000



Proposed Small Business Grant Requirements 
(Subject to Change):

● Business must have been operating in Pitkin County on January 1, 2020, must 
be open at least 32 weeks a year, and have 25 or less full time equivalent 
(FTE).

● Business must have been, and be, in compliance with Public Health Orders 
(no Notice of Violation or outstanding warning letters).

● Relief will be to businesses whose preservation will help combat community 
deterioration and lesson burdens of government.

● Assessment of financial situation (viability prior to Covid, Covid Impacts, 
emergency aid needs to remain viable).  Grants up to $10,000 based on 
demonstrated need (130-200 grants depending on average amount).

○ Includes assessment of business taking advantage of other safety net options (PPP, etc.).



What do we know about PPP2 - What can be applied for? 

What’s new:
● New expanded expenses are allowed (e.g. software, cloud computing, human resource and accounting, 

property damage due to public disturbance, expenses for worker protection)
● Maximum loan amount of 2 million (previously 10 million) 
● Lodging and food services operations with fewer than 300 employees per physical location are now 

eligible for up to 3.5 times the average monthly payroll costs
○ Example: If payroll averaged $10,000, restaurant and lodging businesses can now can now apply 

for $35,000.

Who is eligible:
Businesses with 300 or fewer employees, including sole proprietors, independent contractors, self-employed 
individuals, not-for-profits, including churches.

The bill allows borrowers that returned all or part of a previous PPP loan to re-apply for the maximum 
amount available to them.

Resources: https://www.uschamber.com/report/guide-small-business-covid-19-emergency-loans 

https://www.uschamber.com/report/guide-small-business-covid-19-emergency-loans


When is it effective?

It Depends:
● If business received PPP of $150,000 or less in round 1: 

○ SBA has 15 days (since Dec 27) to come out with official guidance on simplified forgiveness 
process

■ Once SBA releases the new form, banks have to adopt the new form into their systems and 
portals

● If business received PPP above $150,000 
○ If bank or lender is already accepting PPP forgiveness applications, can apply now

Loan Forgiveness Period: The period for which expenses count toward loan forgiveness will begin on the 
date of loan origination and end on a date of your choosing that is between 8 and 24 weeks after origination. 

Northwest Small Business Development Association is still working on guidance as Small Business Association 
(SBA) still working through the legislation and setting up the processes.

Realistically businesses will be able to apply for forgiveness late Jan/early Feb 

Businesses can get more information from https://northwestsbdc.org/



Policy Considerations



Since September the County has Followed State Dial 
and Restriction Levels:
CDPHE Movement Between Levels on State Dial:

● Counties must engage in a consultation process with 
CDPHE, which may entail moving to a more restrictive level 
when they are out of compliance with any of the metrics for 
more than two weeks.

● In order to move to a less restrictive level (e.g. orange to 
yellow), counties must meet all three metrics for a two week 
period

In Practice - Movement from Orange to Red:

● One metric in red for 14 days plus another metric 
in red during that time. 

● Subject to conversation with CDPHE.



● Mid-December CDPHE 
released criteria for a The 
5 Star State  Certification 
Program enabling 
businesses that meet 
enhanced safety 
guidelines in qualifying 
counties to open at 
greater capacity.

● Pitkin County does not 
qualify for the five star 
program at this time.

● Staff working on 
application.

State PHO Change:  All “Red” counties moved to 
“Orange” Monday...



State Dial Change:  All “Red” counties moved to 
“Orange” January 4, 2021...

● Based on statewide data Governor’s 
Office directed CDPHE to move all 
“Red” level counties to “Orange” 
Monday at 12:00 a.m.

● All counties had decreasing 
incidence rates and had been in Red 
for about 5 weeks

● Five Star program does not allow 
counties to operate at “Yellow” level 
restrictions unless a county’s metrics 
are all in “Orange” level.

● 8 counties, including Pitkin, are 
enforcing stricter public health orders 
than required by the state.



● Pitkin County’s Orange++ had not brought incidence rates down, but 
while test positivity is increasing, has not hit red level, nor have 
hospitalizations gone into “Red;”

● We have consistently communicated that two metrics on the state dial 
have to go to “Red” to adopt full “Red” level restrictions;

● Current incident rates are unlikely to decrease without further 
protective measures; and are impacting ability to attend work or 
school without being exposed (1 in 38 residents are currently able to 
transmit COVID)

Key Policy Considerations



● Key BOH Policy Questions:
○ Do we move to “Red” level restrictions when we have one metric in the red for 14 

days and a second metric goes into the “Red” level during that time?
○ Do we consider moving to “Red” level restrictions based on high/increasing 

incidence rate?
○ Should we consider protective measures other than the state’s “Red” level?

Key Policy Considerations



Adopt new criteria for moving into and out of Red Level Restrictions 

● Move into Red Level Restrictions if: 
○ Incidence Rate is above 700 for 14 days
○ If one metric is in red for 14 days and another dial metric 

goes into red for any period of time
● Move out of Red Level Restrictions if: 

○ Incidence Rate is below 700 and has been decreasing for 14 
days

● If we adopt this criteria today, determine when it will go into effect
● Set next meeting time

Staff Recommendation



Public Comment


